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Data are a vital part of SYSTRA’s business. Data can be information that we have
obtained through surveys or other methods of primary data collection; it can be
provided to us by our clients in connection with the work that we do for them
or it can be internal to SYSTRA (such as information about our staff). Our staff,
clients and respondents expect us to treat such data with the utmost care and
caution.
In order to protect data that we hold from unauthorised loss, destruction, or
disclosure, it is imperative that we have a Data Security policy governing how our
staff capture, handle, store and destroy data.
Our data security policy ensures that we have
appropriate technical and organisational measures
in place to safeguard personal data. It also covers
any other data storage device or medium such as
paper reports.
The only information that we have that is classified
as “PROTECT – PERSONAL DATA” is held and used
only for research purposes and collection of such
data is purely for confidential survey research.
The only exception to this is data concerning our
own staff, held and used by the Human Resources
Department. All identifiable data is held securely
with no unauthorised access.
Personal information provided to us by clients for
processing is also covered by our policy. In such
cases we and the client agree and document a
security, retention, and destruction process. This
must be agreed with the client before any data are
exchanged.
SYSTRA is registered under the Data Protection Act
1998 for all purposes for which we use personal
data. The registration number is Z7084167. A
copy of the certificate is held in our networked
document management system (Sharepoint). Staff
are required to familiarise themselves with the
handling of data and ensure that the guidelines
laid out in this policy are followed. All market
research work is also done in accordance with the
Code of Conduct of the Market Research Society
(and its associated guidelines) and the Ethical
Guidelines of the Social Research Association.

Responsibility for the implementation of our data
security policy is held by the Chief Executive and is
reviewed and amended by the Senior Management
Team once a year. The policy is posted in
Sharepoint, which is available to all staff from the
date of joining.

information asset owners
Protected data obtained and used in the course of
our operations are always attributable to a project.
The Project Manager is the Information Asset
Owner. The Project Manager reports to the Project
Director who monitors the implementation of the
Data Security Policy for the project. For internal
data the Information Asset Owner is the Head of
Department.

information protection
implementation measures
The Project Manager and Project Director agree on
and keep a record of those members of the project
team allowed access to protected data.
Each project has to have a Project Risk Assessment
(PRA) form, which is completed before the
project begins. This is a requirement of our
Integrated Management System (IMS). Appropriate
procedures are set out in the IMS manual and
all Project Managers have been trained in these
procedures. Data and information risk is covered
in the PRA. For projects that last more than three
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months the Project Manager and Project Director
review the confidentiality, integrity, and availability
of information at intervals of no more than three
months.

staff awareness
All staff are aware of the need to protect all data
collected by us or supplied to us by our clients
and the requirement to treat any such data as
confidential and sensitive. This is stated in each
person’s contract of employment. Additionally, all
staff are fully instructed on this requirement.
Staff are instructed in safe data handling methods
and all those who are likely to have access to
protected data attend team briefings on the
subject. HR maintains a record of who has been
briefed.

compliance and effectiveness
monitoring
Project staff’s compliance with the requirements
is supervised by the Project Manager and Project
Director. Compliance is an integral part of our
IMS. A proportion of all projects are subject to
audit on a rolling programme that takes place
several times a year.

subcontractors
Subcontractors are chosen from an Approved
Suppliers List. A requirement for being placed
on, and remaining on, that list is that they comply
with our company policies (one of which is this
Data Security policy), or have equivalent and
acceptable policies of their own.

storage and disposal of
protected data held on paper
Protected data (including questionnaires) held on
paper are either kept on premises that are secured
24 hours a day or (in offices that are not so
secured) are locked away when not being used.
Disposal of protected data held on paper is
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normally destroyed by the recycled water tank
method. In special cases we have it shredded and
receive a certificate of shredding.

storage and disposal of
protected data held on
electronic systems
Anti-Virus Protection
All SYSTRA PCs, laptops and servers are protected
by Anti-virus software. On no account must this
software be disabled or removed. Periodic virus
scans are performed automatically and must be
allowed to complete.
All PCs, laptops, and servers are updated in real
time (or in the case of laptops, when they log on)
with the latest version of anti-virus software.
In addition to this, all incoming and out-going
e-mail is scanned for viruses by filters and
scanning engines by a specialist provider of
managed IT security services. Suspect email and/
or attachments are not delivered but are held in a
queue; the sender and recipient are both informed.
Security Against Loss or Theft
All laptop computers are password protected
by Windows passwords and (where possible)
encrypted using BitLocker. Our ICT department
sets this on all laptops. This password and
encryption must not be removed or written down;
it is the first line of defence in the case of loss or
theft.
Staff must inform the ICT department immediately
if they have had a laptop stolen or lost. ICT will
then immediately ensure that all user access from
the laptop to SYSTRA’s systems is revoked. This
can be re-instated should the device be found.
The user will be given new security settings.
Laptops must not be left unattended when offsite in public places and should be locked away
in a secure area when unattended off-site. On no
account must they be left unattended on trains, in
cars or in hotel rooms unless in a safe.
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Irrespective of location, unattended laptops and
PCs should be locked if powered on.
Transferring Electronic Files or Documents
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appropriate level of user roles and user rights. All
servers are backed-up overnight in line with the
SYSTRA Backup Policy in order to minimise data
loss and downtime.

Staff are aware that wherever possible transfer of
sensitive data between sites should be minimised.
Where transfer of data outside the SYSTRA
network is required, data should be transferred
using SYSTRA’s online tools (SendTo and/or
SharePoint). For very large data transfers, staff
must liaise with the ICT team.

The computer rooms in each office have restricted
access (via locked door or keypad). The buildings
are alarmed and the floors housing the computer
suite are locked out of hours. The Woking and
Manchester offices have security staff permanently
on duty.

Personal data must not be taken out of the office
on laptops or removable electronic media unless
it has been encrypted using SYSTRA-approved
encryption software.

business continuity

Personal details that are stored on removable
media and sent to other agencies or clients must
be sent via an approved courier or delivered by
hand. The files on the removable media must be
encrypted.
Transfer of data outside the immediate SYSTRA
project team requires the prior approval of the
Project Manager.
Deletion of Files and Disposal of Protected Data
Data files or documents that contain sensitive
data are removed using File Shredding software
to remove files securely from hard drives and
removable media.
When they are no longer required, electronic
media used for storing protected data are
destroyed by physical damage. A signed record of
the destruction is kept.
Access Control
Access control is maintained on the servers, PCs
and laptops, via individual user IDs and passwords.
Passwords are force changed every three months
and are alpha numeric with a minimum length of
six characters.
Access levels are given to the user as appropriate
to their job and grade. Files held in Sharepoint or
the financial system (Agresso) are controlled by an

We have a policy that governs how and when data
residing on company servers will be backed up
and stored for the purpose of providing restoration
capability. In addition, it addresses methods for
requesting that backed up data be restored to
individual systems.
Daily, weekly and monthly backups of all servers
are performed on all sites. All PCs and laptops
must be backed up regularly in line with the
SYSTRA IMS procedures to ensure copies are
stored securely. All staff are provided with access
to Microsoft OneDrive for this purpose.
Offsite weekly/monthly and project backups
are stored with a leading company that offers
comprehensive records management, data
protection, and information destruction solutions.
Each disc/tape is allocated a unique id which
is held in a database for easy reference. The
company providing the data protection service
collects the tapes/discs weekly.
Backups are conducted automatically using Veritas
backup Exec applications according to a procedure
that ensures that no more than one day’s working
data will be missing in the event of a data loss
incident:
Daily Backups – Monday to Thursday
(overwritten)
Weekly Backup – Week 1 to Week 5 (weeks 1
to 3 overwritten)
Monthly Backup – Last of month backup (i.e.
week 4 or 5 stored offsite and archived)
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All backup tapes stored off site are stored with our
specialist service supplier. The tape details and ID
are stored in the Tapes Database.
All daily incremental backups take place between
05:00 and 07:00 to minimise the impact of
server downtime on end users and allow the
synchronising of remote sites to take place. A
full backup is performed each weekend. This also
allows the synchronising of remote sites to take
place. Those tapes are stored in the safe until
next month cycle. At the end of the cycle, the
weekly tapes for week 1 to 3(4) are overwritten
and the last week of the month is stored with our
specialist service supplier. Week 4 or 5 tapes are
never reused. Obsolete tapes are destroyed and a
signed certificate of destruction is kept.
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software policy
SYSTRA has a strict Software and password access
policy which has been signed by all existing staff;
new staff sign it on commencing employment.
SYSTRA is a member of FAST (Federation Against
Software Theft) and has a commitment to ensure
the legal use of software and data, and correct use
of email and Internet facilities by staff.

firewalls
Our systems are protected by Fortigate firewalls,
managed in secure data centres.
This Policy is reviewed annually by the SYSTRA Ltd
Board.

In addition, our backups are synchronised to our
parent company SYSTRA SA using EMC Avamar.
Archive data are stored using Microsoft Azure
StorSimple.
SYSTRA has several UK offices and in Ireland. As
the company has multi-office locations, it would
continue to operate from surviving locations
should one or more be lost as a result of an
incident.

Pascal Mercier
Managing Director
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